
This week:  
With the ‘halving’, a reduction in Bitcoin’s block reward, less than a week away we 
anticipate choppy price action in the coming week. Our view is that the higher 
probability trade ideas will be apparent post-halving as opposed to into the event 
itself.

In this week’s issue we analyse Bitcoin/Dollar and outline post-halving high time 
frame magnets for price as it currently sits at monthly resistance. We also assess 
Ethereum/Dollar following its monthly midrange breakout and make the case for a 
pullback from weekly resistance. This week’s issue concludes with Altcoin/Bitcoin 
analysis, as the major pairs broke down in the past week during Bitcoin’s $8000 
breakout.

 

The market at a glance:

https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/views/all/
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Editors' Note  
 

Dear reader,

Thank you for subscribing to TechnicalRoundup. We are grateful for your 
readership and hope that you stay with us for many future issues.

The premise behind this newsletter is simple: you get all your high time frame 
charts for the most important digital assets in one place. Same place, same time, 
every week.

Whether you are a short-term trader looking for a bias heading into the week, or a 
cautious investor trying to get a sense for this new asset class, we are con�dent 
that there is something you will �nd valuable in the coming pages.

We are not a signals service. That much is obvious. What we can o�er you, 
however, is something better: a logical framework, a consistent method, and 
robust analysis. Every week.

We are not perfect. We will get things wrong. When we do, you will know because 
we will discuss them thoroughly. If the markets are unclear or uninteresting, we 
will not force out analysis that we do not believe to be compelling. Whilst we can 
not promise perfection, we will do our utmost to be honest and transparent.

Enough text, you must want to see some charts at this point!

We hope you enjoy TechnicalRoundup.

If for any reason you do not, or have feedback for us of any kind, it will be 
graciously received via email at letters@technicalroundup.com.

Best regards,

 

 

 

 

 

 Suad Akhundov                     David Hackl
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1. Bitcoin/Dollar  
Monthly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/vllvW1az/

Note: Price levels are rounded and are not intended to be exact. Data feeds di�er. This is 
applicable to all data in the newsletter.

 

Resistance levels

$13860 - Highest monthly close that preceded Bitcoin’s �rst signi�cant sell-o�, 
acted as resistance and formed the top of the 2019 rally

$10760 - Highest monthly close that preceded Bitcoin’s last signi�cant sell-o�

$9240 - First monthly lower high that formed the weekly range low

Current price - $8880

Support levels

$7730 - Swing high preceding the bear market

$6380 - Range low

$4340 to $4740 - Cluster preceding record high price

$1090 to $1200 - Cluster
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Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/jbJdOhTf/

Resistance levels

$13860 - Breakdown level

$11520 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

$9600 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

Current price - $8880

 Support levels

$7860 to $8050 - Range low

$6820 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

$6150 - Range low

$5155 to $5300 - Cluster

$3940 to $4110 - Range high
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/J6BcGgI6/

Resistance levels

$10025 -Multi-touch support/resistance level

Current price - $8880

Support levels

$8590 - Range high

$7860 - Range low

$6910 - Range low

$5690 to $5770  - Cluster

$4980 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

$4080 - Range high
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Summary

1. Bitcoin/Dollar broke out of its monthly range (closed through $7720) but 
closed at monthly resistance ($9240). 

2. Acceptance above monthly resistance ($9240) would suggest a test of 
resistance at $10700.

3. If monthly resistance ($9240) does its job i.e. forms a pullback, nearest 
multi-time frame support rests at $7700-$7800.

4. Lower time frame evidence of high time frames materialising: daily closes 
above $9200 (bullish), weekly close below $7800 (bearish/deeper pullback).

5. Clearer evidence of direction most likely to form post-halving given short-
term volatility risk into halving.

 

Analysis

This week’s Bitcoin/Dollar analysis focuses on three key themes: monthly range 
breakout, multi-time frame trend reversal and continuation projections, and 
post-halving clarity.

Bitcoin/Dollar has broken out of its monthly range following April’s close. Price 
closed decisively through the range high ($7700) and reached the �rst area of 
resistance ($9200) in the same candle. While a range breakout is typically a bullish 
formation, it is also important where the breakout ends up. As mentioned, the 
breakout led price to resistance ($9200) which is currently holding on a lower time 
frame basis. Overhead weekly resistance at $9500 is also intact and untested. 
Moreover, the previous instance of a breakout from $7700 which led to a test of 
$9240 (February 2020) resulted in a bearish move. To conclude, while the impulse 
from last month’s lows is strong in itself, more must be done to shift monthly 
market structure to be bullish. Closing above $9200 on the monthly time frame 
would be good evidence of such a shift, but at the time of writing, price is closer to 
resistance than it is to support.

Trend reversal and continuation projections are di�cult to make. Price often 
extends beyond conservative objectives. Nevertheless, it is worth having these 
high time frame levels on one’s radar in order not to be caught o�-guard. Bullish 
continuation post-halving, which would take the form of acceptance above $9200 
on lower time frames ($9500 conservatively), would pave the way to test monthly 
resistance at $10700. Conversely, should resistance at $9200 hold, the �rst 
monthly barrier for a pullback is monthly support at $7700.

The ‘halving’ will be complete by next week’s issue. While it is easy to argue that 
the event is bullish per se, we do not think it wise to force a position or bias based 
on a relatively small sample size. More importantly, if the halving is bullish or 
bearish, we would expect the technicals to align sooner rather than later. The 
short-term price action on the day of the halving itself is almost certainly going to 
be immaterial in terms of macro direction although it may be volatile in the short-
term. The longer-term evidence of direction will be more apparent in the weeks 
following the halving. It is not the worst idea to sit out or play defensively during 
this ‘news week’, and to reassess how price reacted to structure once it is over.



2. Ethereum/Dollar  
Monthly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/dSnpWXJT/

Resistance levels

$268 to $290 - Range high 

Current price - $202

Support levels

$172 to $182 - Range midpoint

$106 to $131 - Range low
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Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/EYRfOUV1/

Resistance levels

$212 to $223 - Cluster

Current price - $202

Support levels

$189 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

$140 to $151 - Cluster

$106 - Higher low formed around psychological $100 level

$84 to $93 - Cluster
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/JXdi9aCN/

Resistance levels

$241 to $249 - Cluster

Current price - $202

Support levels

$199 - Broken range low

$158 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

$125 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

$89 to $93 - Cluster
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Summary

1. Ethereum/Dollar closed above the midpoint of the monthly range ($182).
2. This is suggestive of a test of the monthly range high ($268-$290).
3. Price closed below weekly resistance cluster ($212-$223) and is currently 

trading between weekly resistance ($212) and daily support ($199).
4. Weekly time frame is the clearest: bearish close below $212 suggests a test of 

monthly and weekly support at $189 (�rst barrier) and $151 (weekly cluster) 
as the extended objective.

5. Break of weekly resistance at $223 would leave little high time frame 
resistance and suggest a move to the monthly range high ($268-$290).

Analysis

This week’s Ethereum/Dollar analysis focuses on two key themes: monthly range 
midpoint reclaim, and weekly bearish retest.

Our monthly range boundaries for Ethereum/Dollar are support at $106-$131, 
resistance at $268-$290, and a midpoint at $172-$182. April closed above the 
range midpoint ($182) which suggests a test of the range high ($268). As before, 
monthly level-to-level plays do not need to materialise immediately or directly 
from one level to the next. 

The weekly time frame is not aligned with the monthly evidence of strength. This 
is based on Ethereum/Dollar closing below resistance at $212-$223. Our view is 
that rallies into this area will be sold into i.e. it is resistance until proven otherwise. 
The �rst barrier for any pullbacks from this structure is weekly support at $189. 
This is reasonably con�uent with the upper boundary of monthly support ($182). 
Should $189 fail to act as support, an extended bearish objective would be weekly 
support at $151. This is all premised on weekly resistance ($212-$223) holding. 

To be clear, in our view the most compelling chart is the weekly bearish retest of 
$212-$223 with support at $189 and $151. A pullback at key resistance after 6 
weeks of rallying in a vertical fashion would not be out of place. If it does not 
materialise, an accelerated move to the monthly range high ($268) is likely as the 
best technical level of resistance on the chart will have failed.



3. Ethereum/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/Z82jsI72/

Resistance levels

₿0.0393 to ₿0.0409 - Long-standing cluster

₿0.03139 - Range midpoint

₿0.0244 - Long-standing, multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

Current price - ₿0.0229 

Support levels

₿0.0161 - Range low

₿0.0096 to ₿0.0107 - Cluster that preceded the lowest low
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/PYeHAg2e/

Resistance levels

₿0.0280 - Range high

₿0.0251 - Range low

Current price - ₿0.0229

Support levels

₿0.0225 - Range high

₿0.0210 - Range low

₿0.0192 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

₿0.0175 to ₿0.0180 - Cluster
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Summary

1. High time frames look weak following loss of weekly support at ₿0.0244.
2. Approaching daily support at ₿0.0225.
3. Macro bearish (below ₿0.0244) but not an ideal area for bearish continuation 

given proximity to daily support (₿0.0225).
4. Recent move above ₿0.0244 formed a lower high. If Ethereum/Bitcoin breaks 

above the lower high and reclaims ₿0.0244 in doing so (all on a closing 
basis), high time frame outlook will be bullish.

Analysis

This week’s Ethereum/Bitcoin analysis focuses on two key themes: weekly failure 
(with invalidation criteria) at ₿0.0244, and lower time frame support at ₿0.0225.

₿0.0244 has been our line in the sand for Ethereum/Bitcoin for some time now. 
Given the loss of support at that level on a weekly basis, our high time frame bias 
is bearish. Invalidation on this occasion is slightly more nuanced given the weekly 
chop at the level. The most recent test of ₿0.0244 formed a lower high on the 
weekly time frame. If price revisits ₿0.0244 and breaks above the lower high while 
also reclaiming the level (both on a closing basis) our bias will be bullish and we 
would anticipate a move to the range midpoint at ₿0.03139.

Despite the loss of weekly support (₿0.0244) price is in an area of daily support 
(₿0.0225). This is the former range high which led to the test of ₿0.0244 when it 
was reclaimed. Falling back within the range high i.e. losing support at ₿0.0225 
would suggest a move towards the daily range low (₿0.0192) as the �rst barrier for 
Ethereum/Bitcoin.

There is nothing particularly outstanding about the Ethereum/Bitcoin technicals 
this week. Weekly support has failed and the reaction to daily support remains to 
be seen. Time is against Ethereum/Bitcoin on the daily time frame; a daily range 
breakout that bleeds back to the origin of the move without buyers stepping in 
aggressively is a sign of weakness. ₿0.0225 is the level to show up.



4. Litecoin/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/PGlsw0n1/

Resistance levels

₿0.00995 - Long-standing, multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

₿0.00705 - Long-standing, multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

₿0.00614 to ₿0.00654 - Cluster that preceded the lowest low

Current price - ₿0.00522

Support levels

₿0.00478 - Last up move before the lowest low
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/zeTK0FzY/

Resistance levels

₿0.00781 - Range high

₿0.00710 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

₿0.00643 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

₿0.00593 - Breakdown level

Current price - ₿0.00522

Support levels

Support structures are clearer on higher time frames. Please refer to our weekly
analysis.
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Summary

1. Impulsive move to the downside following loss of weekly support and 
bearish retest (₿0.00614-₿0.00654).

2. Untested weekly support at ₿0.00478.
3. Daily break in market structure following lower low and retest of wicks (not 

shown) around ₿0.00550.
4. Macro view bearish until either ₿0.00478 is reached or Litecoin/Bitcoin 

begins to reclaim levels of support (nearest structure being daily resistance 
at ₿0.005933).

Analysis

This week’s Litecoin/Bitcoin analysis focuses on two key themes: weekly 
breakdown objectives, and lower time frame bearish invalidation criteria.

Our weekly bias has been bearish for several issues as cluster support (₿0.00614-
₿0.00654) was lost and acting as resistance. The past week saw bearish follow 
through during Bitcoin/Dollar’s rally, which took Litecoin/Bitcoin closer to weekly 
support at ₿0.00478. Price is in an area of support and may retrace if 
Bitcoin/Dollar dips slightly, but our view remains that ₿0.00478 will be tested.

The daily time frame re�ects weekly weakness via recent lower lows which have 
acted as resistance when retested. While another retest or some further 
retracement is not out of the question, our view is that Litecoin/Bitcoin will 
continue to reach for weekly support at ₿0.00478. Invalidation would take the 
form of price reclaiming areas of prior support that should have acted as 
resistance. A reclaim of ₿0.005933 would satisfy that test and we would anticipate 
a move higher if that level does not provide a bearish retest.

The clearest technical formations are a test of weekly support at ₿0.00478 (which 
would mean the weekly breakdown objective has been met) and/or a reclaim of 
₿0.005933 (which would mark at least a short-term shift in momentum).



5. XRP/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/kiU1oLoL/

A sat (short for Satoshi) is a one hundred of a millionth of ₿1 or ₿0.00000001

Resistance levels

₿0.00004322 to ₿0.00004650 - Broken cluster support

₿0.00003273 - Range high

₿0.00002981 - Range low

Current price - ₿0.00002434

Support levels

₿0.00002193 - Weekly candle open that preceded a violent rally

₿0.00001527 - Weekly candle close that preceded a violent rally
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/Sc5j0PkI/

Resistance levels

₿0.00003391 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

₿0.00003060 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

₿0.00002743 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

Current price - ₿0.00002434

Support levels

Support structures are clearer on higher time frames. Please refer to our weekly
analysis.
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Summary

1. Macro outlook remains bearish until weekly resistance at 2981 satoshi is 
reclaimed.

2. Recent evidence suggests weakness following lower low close on the weekly 
time frame and full retrace of single-day rally on 28 April.

3. Price in an area of support around its daily lows at 2500 satoshi (not shown).
4. Short-term momentum shift if daily resistance at 2743 satoshi is reclaimed.

Analysis

This week’s XRP/Bitcoin analysis focuses on two key themes: weekly resistance 
and market structure, and daily resistance as short-term invalidation.

Our weekly bias has been bearish for weeks as 2981 satoshi has remained intact as 
resistance. XRP/Bitcoin has remained largely trendless in that time, printing 
inside weeks with chop on both sides while drifting lower. The past week 
evidenced further weakness as price made a lower low close on the weekly time 
frame. Our weekly objective remains support at 2197 satoshi, but it seems price is 
in no great rush to reach for it. Until 2981 satoshi is reclaimed, our view is that 
continued chop with a drift lower, accompanied by some counter-trend spikes, is 
likely.

In previous issues we outlined how XRP/Bitcoin continued to be bid around 2500 
satoshi with rallies from that area being sold into. At the time of writing, the 2500 
satoshi area itself is acting as resistance. We expect further chop in this area 
(between 2300 satoshi and 2500 satoshi). Accordingly, invalidation i.e. a short-
term shift in bearish momentum would take the form of a reclaim of daily 
resistance at 2743 satoshi. Until such a time, a choppy drift lower is more probable 
in our view.



6. Bitcoin Cash/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/XR0Mqxr9/

Resistance levels

₿0.0681 - Broken support that preceded the lowest low

₿0.0483 - Range low

₿0.0324 to ₿0.0355 - Cluster

Current price - ₿0.02757

Support levels

₿0.02831 to ₿0.02905 - Cluster 

₿0.0247 - Lowest low preceding violent up move 
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/XWF5bOnw/

Resistance levels

 ₿0.05381 - Range low

₿0.04294 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level 

₿0.0321 to ₿0.03320 - Multi-touch support/resistance �ip level

₿0.03006 - Range midpoint 

Current price - ₿0.02757

Support levels

₿0.0265 - Range low
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Summary

1. Closed below weekly cluster (₿0.02831-₿0.02905). 
2. Bias is bearish until range low (₿0.0265 daily, ₿0.0247 weekly) is reached or 

weekly cluster (₿0.02831-₿0.02905) is reclaimed.
3. Price currently between levels; support lost and yet to reach high time frame 

range low.

Analysis

This week’s Bitcoin Cash/Bitcoin analysis focuses on two key themes: loss of 
weekly support and multi-time frame range lows as price objectives.

Our weekly bias is bearish as cluster support (₿0.02831-₿0.02905) has been lost. 
We anticipate rallies into this structure on an intraweek basis to be sold into. This 
cluster was the last meaningful reversal structure ahead of the weekly range low at 
₿0.0247. Our bias will remain intact until either ₿0.0247 is reached or ₿0.02831-
₿0.02905 is reclaimed on a weekly close.

Given the failure of weekly support (₿0.02831-₿0.02905) the only other technical 
area of support rests at the weekly and daily lows. The daily level is slightly higher 
at ₿0.0265, while the weekly level is at ₿0.0247. In our view, the clearest way to 
navigate this technical area would be either to wait for overthrow at the lows i.e. 
break below the range followed by a strong buyback that takes price back above 
the lows, or a reclaim of weekly support (₿0.02831-₿0.02905). 



7. EOS/Bitcoin  
Weekly  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/5EOjqsXU/

Resistance levels

₿0.00073880 - Support that preceded the most recent sell-o�

₿0.00055800 - Broken multi-touch support

₿0.00044820 - Cluster top

₿0.00040310 - Cluster bottom

Current price - ₿0.00030960

Support levels

₿0.00032100 - Cluster top

₿0.00024860 - Untested cluster bottom
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Daily  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/rjWBe3KU/

Resistance levels

₿0.00046960 - Swing high

₿0.00040170 - Range high

₿0.00032870 - Reclaimed range low

Current price - ₿0.00030960

Support levels

Support structures are clearer on higher time frames. Please refer to our weekly
analysis.
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Summary

1. Closed below multi-week cluster top support (32100 satoshi) and formed a 
weekly lower low close in doing so.

2. Closed below daily range low (32870 satoshi) and bearishly retested it as 
resistance.

3. Weekly and daily time frames are bearish given market structure and loss of 
multi-week support on both time frames.

4. Reasonable objective is weekly support at 24860 satoshi.
5. Bearish bias invalidated if weekly cluster at 32100 satoshi is reclaimed.

Analysis

This week’s EOS/Bitcoin analysis focuses on its multi-time frame loss of support.

EOS/Bitcoin had been consolidating at weekly support (32100 satoshi) for weeks 
with no signs of bullishness. In the past week, support was broken on the weekly 
time frame, accompanied by a lower low close. Breakdowns from multi-week 
ranges are usually trend-forming (unless they are traps or failed breakdowns). 

The nearest level of support is the lower boundary of the weekly cluster at 24860 
satoshi. It is a logical magnet for price given how much time was spent at the 
upper boundary of the same cluster.

A weekly and daily break in market structure following a loss of a key, multi-week 
level is bearish. Invalidation is premised on price either reaching the 
aforementioned support, or this down move resulting in a failed breakdown. For 
the latter to form, EOS/Bitcoin would have to close back above 32100 satoshi on a 
weekly basis to invalidate any bearishness. This would most likely signify a 
‘spring’ across Altcoin/Bitcoin markets generally, but there is no evidence for this 
at the time of writing.
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